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About This Game

The world is covered in fog. Most who enter the fog disappear, and those who survive
say it brings their nightmares to life.

No-one knows where it came from, but they all have ideas. Some say it's an experiment gone wrong, others believe it's divine
judgement. And you? All you know is that the Sun is rumoured to shine just over the horizon.

You are The Engineer. You have designed the perfect system: a train, sealed off from the fog, ready to rescue survivors and take
them to salvation.

If only they'd listen...

Fear Equation is a turn-based strategy with rogue-like elements where you must take control of a modified freight train in an
end-of-the-world scenario. The landscape has been overrun by a thick, deadly fog that manifests the nightmares of those inside
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it. Your survival depends on tactical planning and careful resource management.

As the Engineer, you'll need to rescue survivors, analyse their dreams and build defenses to protect them from their own
imaginations. Complicating matters, passengers have their own theories as to how the fog was created and will form inter-

carriage factions based on their beliefs.

Every game is unique and you can customise your Engineer to dramatically change how the game is played.

Your passengers bring their nightmares with them. When the fog attacks, it will make their worst fears come alive. Read your
passengers’ dream logs to help prepare defenses.

The train needs resources and there's only one way to get them: send your passengers back out into the fog. Listen to radio
broadcasts for hints and equip your scavengers well. But don’t stay too long because they’ll disappear into the fog.

Passengers will group into four factions based on where they think the fog came from. Different factions are associated with
different nightmares, skills and concerns. You’ll need to maximise their talents, handle their disputes and meet their needs.

Create your own Engineer with special modifiers - both good and bad - that determine your individual train's starting conditions,
overall difficulty and the different courses the game can take. Personalise your Engineer further by importing photos of yourself

(or others) for use with your character.

Populate your train with passengers of your own design using the custom passenger creator. Name, vital statistics, occupation,
factional tendencies and influence can all be modified. As with Engineer customisation, you can import photos from outside the

game to give each passenger a life of their own.

Explore a richly detailed 3D cabin and interact with computers, train controls, maps and consoles. All interaction points feature
an in-game manual so you’ll never get lost.

With squabbling passengers, limited resources and wandering foes including the cult-like "Fearless" and powerful military, the
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fog might be the least of your concerns...

About Screwfly Studios

We're a two-man developer based in Australia, dedicated to creating deep, innovative strategy games for PC. Fear Equation is
Screwfly's third title; its previous games Zafehouse: Diaries and Deadnaut are also available on Steam.
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Tank controls, terrible resolution and outright insulting ending.

Red lotus ' butt is nice to look at tho.

3\/10 Seen better games on my calculator.

Seriously. This game did not age well. No way of getting through it with the controlls or the guidebook.. You can sprint faster
than the rocket you fire ! Anyway ...
A few improvements like the ability to climb the giant zombies bodies would be nice, as well as a more edited level.
This is still a good game to kill time with, recommended.. This is an awesome, short, and overall charming little game. Really
enjoyed it!. I'm so glad there's people like Charlie Knight out there that keep up the good tradition of British programmers to
produce insaely colorful and difficult shoot'em ups. Small price, small download, honest twin-stick shooting fun. Just like Jeff
Minter at his best.. this game sucks more then any thing that has sucked before. Pleasant HOPa game, it is dynamic, engaging
and fun to play. Puzzles are a bit too easy for my taste but the range of variety compensates it a little. Beautiful graphics, good
voice acting and everything one can expect from this genre - interactive minimap, lots of puzzles, demonic opponent and
magical artefacts.
The only drawback is same as in other new titles from Artifex Mundi - game time\/price ratio. You need around 3 hours to
finish the whole game (including the bonus chapter that takes around 15 minutes to complete). It is way to short for the price, I
really miss the times when you will receive 6 hours game for similar price. Other than that I can recommend this title, it is fun
and enjoyable.. Very Nice Work :D.I lov ethis game thank you for making this game.. This game might just be the end of my
mouse and keyboard. It is both infuriating and impossible to stop playing. Might have better luck with a controller rather then
using keyboard and mouse. Worth it for the price!
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Poorly designed UI.
Seems Ok, other than that, except the money grab in locking stuff up after having paid for the base game.. objective-less...
game - in my opinion - is not complete...
frustrating and boring...

3/10. The embodiment of what is wrong with gaming today.. Enjoyable if you like the ecomomic diplomatic angle to empire
building. I guess it is a little dated but I still love it. Combat is not very exciting, but I'm more interesting in the false sense of
accomplishment you can derive from huge trade networks with hundreds of worlds.. In the games current condition. It is not
worth the current price. There is hardly any content in this game for the price of 15$. 3 games modes as of now, and they are
terribly balanced and haven't been worked, it's clear they just released it without any balance in thought.

For example, the first mode ( which is the same free one in Nemesis Realms) is fun, but once you have then 2 players againts
the VR player, it is IMPOSSIBLE to win as the VR user, especially if they rush you.Reasons why is because the Monster boss
doesn't seem to get a HP increase, despite the number of players. The 2nd mode with the 2 dragon heads is pretty boring, it has
a fun concept, reminds me of Castlevania bosses, but it doesn't take more then a few minutes to grow stale. The 3rd one, which
is Frost Lich (I think), is probably the worst one, it is almost impossible to tell what is happening in the game, it's chaotic and
not in a good way, especially for the 4 players vs VR player. Sadly, again, it's terribly balanced.

I love the concept of the game, but sadly with the seriously small, and low quality of the games current state. It is DEFINITELY
NOT WORTH IT. I'll change this review if it ever changes but for now it is this for now. I hope for updates soon but this games
creators seem to have abandoned it already, so I don't expect any changes, any time soon.

I would reccomend just downloading the free version of this game. Nemesis Perpective and stick with it then this.. Going
through my entire library in 2018 and checking out games I've never launched:

The game launches, shows splash screen, then craps out a popup saying "Program will be terminated". So instead of actually
trying the game, I had to leave it stuck on the popup for 5 minutes so I could write a review. 10/10.. Fun game and I don't even
have a VR headset! w/o VR it reminds me of some of the old racing games showing off 3D tech, only with much better
graphics. Weather you have a VR set or not, try this game out!. Fun game . wish the # of players was larger but fun game..
Classic 8-bit fighting game. We play for a rocker who loves coffee. You can play together on one computer or in a cooperative
network. We beat the aliens and their zombified puppets who want to steal all the coffee. On the way there will be different
weapons and bonuses. The soundtrack will be pleasant for those who adore heavy reefs.. Great and hard Half-Life expansion.
Includes New weapons like sniper rifle, wrench, gross "grappling hook", alien taser, Desert Eagle, "green balls" launcher,
machine gun striaght out of movie Rambo or a device, which take you to the Xen right away. You're controlling Shephard. No,
not Commander Shephard, Adrian Shephard - US Marine Corporal. You're seeing Half-life from the soldier's perspective. From
start to finish - real interesting experience.

Hold on....
Living Multiplayer? From the DLC from 1999? That's really neat...
No more COD, time for Opposing Force!

Personally one of the best DLC I've ever played.
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